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Abstract
There is a great consensus on the positive impact of credit access on farmers' incomes and consumption, however,
its effect on income inequality among different population segments is still a controversial issue. The paper aims
to examine these concerns through using the mixed data collected from the sample of 193 households surveyed
(demand-side) and in-depth interviewees with the key credit providers (supply-side) in Lao Cai, the sixth poorest
province in Vietnam. At the grass root level, it is evident that better credit access not only significantly positive
influences on the effectiveness of agricultural production, but also is the driving force for better structural
transition within cultivation versus livestock. Besides this, it enhances both on-farm and off-farm income as well
as the well-being of rural households. At the community-impact level, surprisingly, the financial development
without agriculture-related supports causes to the negative effect on the distribution of agricultural outcomes and
prolongs the inequality in the locality. In addition, an alarm regarding latent social issues has been generating
from the preferential credit screen under the community-based lending method. Finally, policy implications are
discussed to enhance the effectiveness and outreach of credit in the locality.
Keywords: Microcredit, agricultural finance, inequality, household welfare, Northern mountains, Vietnam
1. Introduction
Despite the long history and a huge treasure trove of empirical studies, the study of the role of microfinance still
has substantial attractiveness. The recent empirical evidence also emphasizes the multi-faceted importance of
agricultural investment in developing countries. It is considered a key driver of poverty reduction, food security,
improvement of income and the living standards as well as effective risk-coping strategies for farmers (FAO, 2017;
2018 Food and Agriculture Organization; IFC, 2014; Khandker et al., 2016; OI, 2013; Tuan, 2010). According to
WorldBank (2008), the only pathway to escape the poverty of smallholder farmers is to enhance agricultural
productivity and income, in which credit plays sine qua non for meeting their investment and adopting better
technologies. Unfortunately, in fact, farmers in developing countries, like Vietnam, are facing with various
endogenous and exogenous barriers to access credit service, that causes to reduce a large of farmers’ potential
exploited and agricultural productivity (HLPE, 2013). Therefore, the credit scarcity for smallholders must have
to end and improve their livelihoods and miserable lives.
In the line of studies of how credit impacts on rural households, the empirical findings show the mixed influence,
positively and negatively. The systematically review of Stewart et al. (2012) demonstrates the effects of credit
accessibility on households’ welfares, but not always, via four aspects comprising: (i) investment in on-farm
and/or off-farm activities, consequently, (ii) increase income and expenditure, (iii) enhancement of human capital,
and (iv) accumulation of physical assets. The same controversy has also been occurring in Vietnam. The series of
following work, like Pham et al. (2019), Bui et al. (2018), Duong et al. (2014), Lensink et al. (2012), proved that
better credit access enables to encourage the economic opportunities and enhances the living standard, and so
forth. By contrast, Phan et al. (2014) concluded that credit insignificant effects on income, and T. Dufhues
(2007), Cuong (2008), Do Xuan et al. (2016) proposed their critical reports that microcredit in Vietnam is
designed for the poor and disadvantaged households but its performance serves mainly the non-poor groups. It is
also highly questionable whether the remarkably positive achievements of formal credit, especially Viet Nam
Bank for Social Policy (VBSP), on poverty reduction and agricultural development, that was shown very well in
the official reports (Nguyen et al., 2007; Sauli et al., 2017; Thanh Tam, 2011; World Bank, 2014). Similarly, the
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relationshiip between financial developpment and incoome inequalityy is still a contrroversial issuee (Beck et al., 2007;
2
Dufhues, 22007; Molini et
e al., 2008; Moookerjee et al., 2010).
In this papper, Lao Cai iss chosen for reesearching on the above relevant concernns. The provincce is located in the
Northern Midlands andd Mountain (N
NMM), the laargest ecological area, conccurrently, the poorest regio
on of
Vietnam (GSO, 2017). The national investigation (VHLSS 20166) with the saample size of 46,995 househ
holds
living in 33,133 communnes also highliights the relatiionships amonng agriculture development, poverty and credit
c
constraintss in the NMM
M region. It reeveals that agrriculture is thee main source of livelihood of 99.8% of rural
communess there and 800.3% of respoondents reporteed that their lives are signifficantly improoved if agriculltural
activities aare performed favourably. M
Moreover, amonng all of obstacles to developping their agricultural produ
uction,
difficulty iin access to crredit is reporteed the highest frequency, 499.0% (GSO, 20016). Thus, theey have to stru
uggle
against vaarious consequuences regardinng the financiial shortage. O
Obviously, it iss an urgent neeed to have a better
b
understandding of the agrricultural crediit market and ppossible impaccts of these loaans in socioecoonomic activitiies of
rural houseeholds and com
mmunities in tthe locality.
Besides prroviding an ovverview of Laoo Cai agricultuural credit markket, the paper examines the rrole of credit in the
locality thhrough two main
m
objectivees: (1) the im
mpact of credit status of hhouseholds onn their agriculltural
productionn and other weelfares (e.g. farrm and non-faarm income; livving expendituure); (2) the reelationship betw
ween
agriculturaal income ineqquality and finnancial developpment at the ddistrict level. T
To do this, thee remainders of
o the
paper are organized as follows.
f
Sectioon 2 explains tthe methods uused for choosiing research siite, collecting data,
and then, aanalyzing impaacts of credit m
mentioned aboove. Section 3 presents the reesults and disccussion, comprrising
an agriculttural credit lanndscape and the impact of diffferent credit ssources on diffferent farmer ssubgroups surv
veyed.
Section 4 cconcludes the main findings of the paper w
with some brief policy impliccations.
2. Method
dology
2.1 Researrch Site and Daata Collectionn
Lao Cai w
was selected for representiing agriculturaal credit in m
mountainous aareas of Vietnam because of
o its
economic, political and social importtance. It is a bborder provincce, close to C
China; high poverty rate; culltural
diversity oof ethnic minorrities; mountaiinous terrain w
with the scarcitty of agricultuural land and ann agriculture-b
based
province. F
For these reasoons, the Vietnaamese Governnment always ppays attention to regional deevelopment thrrough
financing supports over the last three decades. Thee longstanding questions reggarding how arre the perform
mance
and effectiiveness of thesse subsidies is still fuzzy. Thhis study, thereefore, tries to ggive the cleareer answers for these
concerns.

Figgure 1. The maap of research site (Source: A
Author's own eelaboration)
To obtain a representattive sample annd reasonablee variation, thee study was cconducted at six villages in
n six
communess of three distrricts among eiight districts of the provincee (Figure 1). T
These selected ssites were strattified
by underlyying well-definned criteria as follows:
1.

The rrole of agriculttural productioon in the local economy, thatt is calculated bby its value annd share in the total
outpuut of agriculturral and non-aggricultural prodducts/services.
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2.

Different competition of financing system at district level measured by a number of formal, semi-formal
providers, and their credit volume as well as the average growth rate.

3.

Different altitudes (lowland and upland) cause different levels of the agro-ecological zone, productive
infrastructure, market access, and demographics;

4.

Whether being received financial supports from the central Government. The subsidies are devoted for
disadvantaged areas, including poor villages, communes, and districts regulated at 135 (Note 1) and/or 30A
(Note 2) programs.

With regards to the household survey, the study selected 50% of villagers, who are borrowing a loan from
VBARD at non-poor villages and 50% of households taking a loan from VBSP at poor villages. And, 50% of
other people were chosen by the snowball sampling technique to find out the access-constrained credit people
during the last two years. The method was introduced by Biernacki et al. (1981) and widespread applied in
qualitative sociological research that is hard to identify respondents through the formal way (e.g. drug users,
HIV-infected people). Almost surveyed households were stratified in accordance with three levels of wealth
classes in the village based on the official poverty baseline issued by MOLISA (2016). The lists of banks’
borrowers are taken from the village headmen. In overall, 193 households are selected in this study (Table 1).
Table 1. The explanation of sampling
Districts

Bao
Thang
Bat
Xat
Muong
Khuong

Villages and communes

1. An Dao, Son Ha
2. Do Ngoai, Thai Nien*
Sub-total
3. Tan Thanh, Trinh Tuong*
4. Na An, Muong Vi
Sub-total
5. Na Pac Doong, Nam Lu*
6. Na Nin, Ban Xen*
Sub-total
Total

Number of
villagers
(1)
111
115
226
60
69
129
45
75
120
475

Banks’
borrowers
(2)
40 a
41 b
81
22 a
53 b
75
17 a
21 b
38
193a b

Surveyed
Borrowers
(3) = (2)*50%
20
20
40
11
27
38
9
10
19
97

Surveyed
Non Borw.s
(4) = (3)
20
20
40
11
26
37
8
11
19
96

Total
interviewees
(5)=(3)+(4)
40
40
80
22
53
75
17
21
38
193

* the communes receive the subsidies from the poverty reduction grants (30A, 135 program)
a

, b Focus on the borrowers of Viet Nam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development and Viet Nam Bank for Social Policy,
respectively.

Concerning data collection about financial issues in Vietnam, concisely, it is relatively delicate and not easy to
ask directly from both lenders and borrowers. For this reason, the authors combined both formal/direct interview
and informal/cross-check data collection in order to achieve a sophisticated analysis of demand-side and
supply-side with the best way possible. The study collected both secondary and primary data through our
fieldwork conducted from 2016 to 2018.
Firstly, key informant interviews (KI) with 10 local managers related to agricultural development at three
administrative levels. Especially, the in-depth interview with the officers working at the State Bank of Vietnam
in Lao Cai to synthesize the current policy system, comprising rights and obligations of the particular bank
compared to well-intended targets as the central Government’s expectation.
Secondly, the in-depth interviews with financial suppliers collect the qualitative data regarding lending
performance and the relevant figures in the research topic. At the provincial level, fifteen interviews for all
formal and semi-formal financial institutions were conducted but the thoroughness depends on to what extent
that provider participates on the agricultural credit market. At the lower level, the author carried out six
interviews of the head of credit management of VBARD and VBSP. Besides this, several credit officers and the
local authorities also paid attention to exploit their activities in the lending process.
Finally, the well-designed household survey was conducted in order to capture the cross-sectional microdata on (i)
general characteristics of respondents; (ii) farming activities; actual and desired investment; (iii) features of
credit source obtained and advantages/disadvantages in access; and (iv) the impacts of each credit source on
households’ agricultural credit and their lives.
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2.2 Data A
Analysis
In order too evaluate the impacts of crredit access to households’ w
welfares, in thhis study, the aauthors divided the
whole sam
mple into threee subgroups baased on the sccale of agricultural productioon and the staatus whether or
o not
constraintss in credit access.
a
After that, the crooss-comparisonn matrix amoong them waas conducted. The
Independeent Samples T-Test
T
and thhe Kruskal-Waallis Test werre applied to determine w
whether there is a
statisticallyy significant difference in term of one parametric inndicator betw
ween two/amonng more than two
unrelated ggroups, respecctively.
The agricuultural producttion in Lao Caai is reflected through indiccators used in the value-addded analysis na
amed
Value Linnks 2.0 and proposed
p
by G
GIZ (Springerr-Heinze, 20118). Because of the diverssity of agriculltural
productionn, the study juust focuses on agricultural innput and outpput converted cconsistently innto monetary value
v
calculated for the whole 12 months of 2018.
d the
Intermediaate Cost (IC) includes the total value off purchasing vvariable inputss (goods and services) used
agriculturaal production cycles.
c
Gross Outpput (GO) is thhe total value oof main and byy-product outpuuts generated.
Value Addded (VA) is the total worth ccreated on agrricultural prodduction and callculated the foollowing equattions:
VA = GO - IC
o impact estim
mation, the stuudy examines tthe relationshipp between finaancial development
As for the second level of
mong the rural population suurveyed. The L
Lorenz Curve and the assoc
ciated
and agricuultural income inequality am
Gini Indexx introduced by
b Lorenz (19905) and Ginii (1912), respeectively, are aalso exploited simultaneouslly. In
essence, thhese concepts have the sam
me meaning off inequality m
measurement. T
The Lorenz cuurve is a grap
phical
representaation, meanwhiile, Gini indexx is expressed as arithmetic. Clearly, this inndex is betweeen zero and on
ne (0;
1), with thhe larger valuess indicating greater inequalitty and vice verrsa.
Furthermoore, financial development
d
llevel is estimaated based on the causal innteraction hypoothesized from
m the
structure, conduct, and performance (SCP) mode in the bankinng sector (Neeuberger, 19977). To do thiss, six
indicators were used to evaluate the leevel of financiial development at the distriict level. Theyy comprise (1) total
credit valuue of the form
mal sector; (2) its average grrowth rate in tthe last five yyears; (3) the ssuitability of credit
c
rationing oof the commerrcial bank (VB
BARD); (4) thhe suitability oof credit alloccation of VBSP
P as Governm
ment’s
mandates; (5) the effecttiveness of bannks’ credit-staffs; (6) the reggulation (flexiible or inflexibble behavior of
o the
leaders off banks) applieed for the screeening credit pprocess. At eaach norm, the financing systtem at the sele
ected
district is ranked as its order. As a reesult, the averrage score of the formal secctor in Bao T
Thang, Bat Xatt and
Muong Khhuong districtt takes the vaalue of 3, 2 annd 1, respectiively. It meanns that Bao Thhang has the most
effective bbanking sector,, meanwhile M
Muong Khuongg has the lowesst level.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Overviiew of the Agriicultural Crediit Market in Laao Cai

Source: Autthors’ synthesis,, adapted from S
Sauli et al. (20177), ADB (2010) and Thanh Tam
m (2011).
Abbreviatioons: VBARD: Vietnam
V
Bank foor Agricultural D
Development; V
VBSP: Vietnam B
Bank for Sociall Policy; BIDV: Bank
for Investm
ment and Development of Viet N
Nam; LV Post B
Bank: Lien Viet P
Post Bank; WDF: Women Deveelopment Fund; FSF:
Farmer Suppport Fund; NMP
PRP: The Northhern Mountain P
Poverty Reductioon Project; CIG: Common Interrest Group.

Figuure 2. Rural finnancial provideers in Lao Cai
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In this section, the study provides an overview of the agricultural credit market in research site with regards to
supply, demand and the financial services exchanged in the market. Figure 2 demonstrates the presence of Lao
Cai rural financial suppliers, comprising three typical categories (formal, semi-formal and informal) and direct
Government’s subsidies (i.e. non-reimbursable aid). In spite of the density of formal credit sources, in fact,
farmers there are still facing with many difficulties in access these funds for their agricultural production plans.
Normally, they, therefore, come to informal credit as the secondary and alternative options. Like previous studies,
our study also reiterates the obvious coexistence of informal financial providers, that is well-documented in
developing countries in general and Vietnam in particular (T. Dufhues, 2007; Le Thi Minh et al., 2012; Quach et
al., 2005; Sauli et al., 2017; Thanh Tam, 2011). Germidis et al. (1991) argued that the reasons for this coexist are
weak legal institutions and low levels of income. Furthermore, the financial market in the Northern mountainous
region is characterized as the quasi-monopoly and heavy asymmetric information due to principal-agent effects
and nepotism. As a result, it causes to not only high transaction costs for both of borrowers and lenders but also
creates difficulties in accessibility to (preferential) loans and distorted credit rationing (T. Dufhues, 2007; T.
Dufhues et al., 2005; T. B. Dufhues et al., 2002).
The most significant attempt of Vietnamese policymakers in providing credit to farmers is to establish and
nurture two state-owned and well-intended banks, VBARD and VBSP, regardless of various criticisms from
international/domestic sponsors and researchers (ADB, 2010; T. Dufhues, 2007; Sauli et al., 2017; Thanh Tam,
2011). These banks cooperate together to serve different segments of the rural credit market. VBSP serves
low-income borrowers and VBARD provides credit services to higher income customers. Understandably, with
huge and multifaceted subsidies, two banks have overwhelming proportions in rural market, tightening the
performance of existing financial entities (FSF, WSF) and setting up the high barrier against new financial
institutions to entry this market (BIDV, LV Post Bank). Clearly, the rural credit market is operating as the
quasi-monopoly, in which VBARD is the largest provider in terms of outstanding loan at 81.24% (Figure 3.a),
meanwhile, VBSP has the biggest share regarding the number of clients at 71.81% (Figure 3.b) in 2017.
Furthermore, a merge consideration here is that these banks have been allocating their loanable fund as the way
is not likely appropriate compared to Government’s orders. Meanwhile VBARD have to provide credit for
agricultural and rural development, but in fact, just only 18.3% of total credit volume devoted for agricultural
production and the remaining proportion, much larger, spent to nonagriculture–related purpose. Similarly, the
majority of VBSP-customers are the non-poor (66.8%). Moreover, in our household survey, a few interviewees
are considered the beneficiaries of the poverty reduction, including 135, 30A programs and NMPRP-2 funded by
World Bank (Note 3) subsidies. The VHLSS 2016 reported that a mere of 1% of rural households were benefited
from favourable credit belong to poverty reduction project (GSO, 2016). Thus, the credit allocation of banks
seems to be a large barrier for the eligible farmers to (preferential) access credit.
2,828
33
3,963

2,462

29,585

1,977

10,805

46,946

89,090
59,505

4,865

VBSP

WSF & FSF

VBARD

Enterprises & Coop.s

Agricultural prod. HH

Consumption HH

VBARD
VBSP
Other beneficiaries

WSF & FSF
Poor households

Source: In-depth interviews and annual reports of financial providers surveyed, 2018

Figure 3a. Credit volume of formal and semi-formal
providers in Lao Cai, 2017 (Unit: Bil. VND)

Figure 3.b. Households clients accessed formal and
semi-formal credit in Lao Cai, 2017 (Unit: households)

Table 2 presents the differentials in terms of loan’s obtained by households divided by the different scale of
agricultural production, simultaneously, denounces the inequity of disadvantaged households in access to
preferential credit, which has been issued for them as the national fiscal burden.
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Table 2. Loan’s characteristics obtained by different scale households surveyed
Items
VBARD
Loan size (Mil. VND)
Interest rate (%/month)
Duration (months)
VBSP
Loan size (Mil. VND)
Interest rate (%/month)
Duration (months)
Money lenders
Loan size (Mil. VND)
Interest rate (%/month)
Duration (months)
Relative and friends
Loan size (Mil. VND)
Interest rate (%/month)
Duration (months)

Small-scale HH (n=50)

Medium HH (n=94)

Large HH (n=49)

Total (n=193)

K.W. Test

45.83
0.85
24.00

55.58
0.79
24.90

96.66
0.66
28.00

63.49
0.77
25.45

0.02**
0.04*
0.73

31.36
0.65
42.29

32.38
0.64
42.57

33.67
0.69
42.40

32.44
0.65
42.45

0.85
0.37
0.98

10,421
3.47
5.32

11,933
3.52
7.17

13,286
3.63
10.43

11,885
3.53
7.52

0.53
0.85
0.51

6,867
0.58
7.27

10,609
0.61
9.76

11,250
N/a
5.33

9,802
7.99

0.21
0.17

a

Kruskal-Wallis Test; b the interest rate charged by relatives and friends was just calculated from the respondents, who had to
pay or could convert some non-financial compensations into money they paid.

As currently regulated, all rural farmers equally access to non-collateral loans of VBARD at the maximum of
100 VND million with the subsidized interest rate in disadvantaged areas. In fact, the loan size statistically
significant differs among customer groups, that was proportional to their agricultural production and investment
scales. It can be seen that the large farmers had a debt, being over twice times as much as the small-scale
household’s amount. Surprisingly, small farmers suffered from the charge higher than others. The VBARD’s
staffs reported that small-scale debtors, on average, occur not only the higher transaction cost but also larger
repayment risk. Therefore, the higher interest rate charged is considered likely reasonable compensation.
Similarly, this behavior is also explained why the poor got a loan charged a higher fee than non-poor and
better-off households in rural areas. The problem here is that the Vietnamese Government has granted partly
operational cost and subsidized interest rate for VBARD as the compensation, that is proportional to the credit
volume provided to disadvantage customers. However, they cannot fully take their eligible advantages. This
finding also confirmed by the study of Saito et al. (1981) carried out in the Philippine credit market.
In another hand, traditional finance theory proves the negative impact of the term of loan and positive effect of
loan size on lending interest rate under the consideration of price discrimination (Murphy et al., 1977; Varian,
1989). However, in this study, our empirical examination unveils the state that small farmers are suffering from
the triple unreasonable disadvantages compared to the basis of market principles. The rationale here is that with a
lower loan amount and a shorter term, they should receive lower borrowing interest rates. But the reality is not so.
This irrationality was also pointed at the empirical study of Moore et al. (2003) conducted in Barbados, in the
Caribbean region. This finding is inconsistent the work of Do Xuan et al. (2016), who stated that formal credit
channels are flowing to wealthier people, ethnic majority (Kinh group) and Nguyen et al. (2007), the researchers
presented the leakage rates in providing preferential credit was high and rural non-poor clients were the major
beneficiaries.
With regards to VBSP, in the policy aspect, this bank provides preferential credit as well-defined programs
regulated by Government accordance to with the particular targeting customer. In reality, there are no any
significant differentials in terms of loan size, interest rate and duration among observed groups. They look like
the same pieces of “welfare cake” divided for all local residents. Furthermore, because of highly subsidized
interest and favorable conditions, beneficiaries are able to easily access to non-collateral loans and rarely
complain about lending procedures. This point is also confirmed by the study of Sauli et al. (2017) conducted in
Kao Bang and Bac Kan, the provinces also belong to the NMM region of Vietnam. It is important to be noted
here that the decision making in disbursement without proper assessment of agricultural investment plans or
training for loan use cause to high risk of default and the latent financial unsustainability. This has been warned
by many domestic researchers and international sponsors (Sauli et al., 2017; Thanh Tam, 2011; WorldBank,
2014), although official reports present good (VBSP, 2018). Thus, there is a large room to examine carefully
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whether to maintain and nurture the cumbersome and ineffective bureaucracy with its loss-making performance.
Concerning the informal sector, as previous predicted, their main customers are normally the lowest
segmentation, the group of unsatisfied applicants in the formal sector. Overall, the typical features this credit
source are non-mortgage, simple procedure, small size, short-term, and to be used on urgent expenditure, like
education fees, health problem, and diseases of crops and/or animals. However, these credit sources widely range
of interest rate. Meanwhile, moneylender charged the loans is in very high rate (on average, 3.5%/month) (Note
4), the financial support from relatives and friends have a low rate, even zero. Arguably, using the informal credit
often causes the latent socioeconomic shocks for borrowers but they have no better choices. On the other hand,
some respondents stated that they always prefer firstly informal loan because of its convenience, quick
disbursement and simplicity.
It is time to have a balanced perspective, including positive and negative, about the role of the formal and
informal financial sector in developing countries, like Vietnam. Experimental evidence shows that moneylenders
have many advantages in their lending method, such as good information on customers, simple procedures,
quick disbursement, non-mortgage, flexible interest rate system in accordance with repayment capability and a
very high return rate (Dufhues, 2007; Duong et al., 2002; Germidis et al., 1991; Giang, 2004; Madestam, 2014;
Quach et al., 2005; Zeller, 1994). Madestam (2014) also add more some interesting observation that informal
lenders are able to prevent non-diligent behavior in loan usages, that bank cannot manage well through their
local network. The same point of view, Varghese (2004) proposed a lending model namely the
"bank-moneylender" linkage. In this, the new method exploits not only the bank's strength in the unlimited
loanable fund, but also the private lenders’ advantages in screening the local potential customers, credit quality
and various good characteristics aforementioned. This model becomes superior to the lending group method of
formal sector, in which customers’ information is always distorted and incomplete by the local authorities due to
nepotism and opportunism and power. Diagne et al. (2000) and Madestam (2014) concluded that formal and
informal credit should be designed to become either complements or substitutes rather than to remove totally
informal sources. The authors agree with this reasonable suggestion.
3.2 Impact of Credit Access to Agricultural Production in Lao Cai
In this section, the central contributions are to estimate the role of each credit source, more focus on formal loan,
in agricultural production and households’ welfares. With regards to loan’s purpose, the most remarkable point
here is that households use their loan obtained for various purposes, while formal financial institutions, usually,
only disburse a specific purpose (Table 3). In essence, family’s finance is fungible between on-farm and off-farm
activities, thereby borrowers can be diverted agricultural credit to other income-generating activities, and vice
versa (Khandker et al., 2016). Thus, the role of credit is not only in agriculture-related activities but also in other
multiple dimensions of rural households.
It can be seen that VBARD-borrowers use the loan for the right purpose, productive and generating-income
activities, compared to their application. They also acknowledge the important role and positive impact of
VBARD’s loan on their farming activities (see Table 4). Pitifully, the coverage of credit provided by VBARD is
relatively small.
In respect of VBSP’s loan, in spite of its small volume, it was divided into many smaller pieces in accordance
with the diversity of household’s activities. Moreover, VBSP-clients devoted dominant money for raising castles
as an important mean for land preparation and transporting at the harvesting time in rural areas, where
agricultural production was taken place on sloppy hills without machinery. With an average loan size about 30
VND million, they are able to buy only one buffalo and able not increase significantly their agricultural
investment (i.e. working capital), which can directly improve their productivity and farm income. It is concluded
that microcredit provided by VBSP helps poor farmers reduce their miserable work in the fields but its influence
on the improvement of income and livelihoods is not clear.
Table 3. Loan purpose of households from main credit sources in the research site
Purposes
Sources
VBARD
VBSP
Money lenders
Relatives and friends

Cultivation
50.00
36.71
8.93
7.14

Livestock
23.68
63.29
25.00
21.43

Loan was used for …. (%)
Consumption Non-farm
15.79
7.89
48.10
3.80
50.00
8.93
90.00
9.52

Others
5.26
5.06
16.07
4.76

Total
102.62
156.96
108.93
132.85

Source: Household survey, 2018.
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In respects of consumption, as argued elsewhere, it is considered a good measure of human well- being (Molini
et al., 2008). Normally, it is funded by mostly low non-farm income/wage from their uncertain work in the
districts towns or Lao Cai city. Because of its limitation, the vulnerable households also fall in the financial
shortage when the harvesting time has not come. In this case, they prefer firstly borrow from informal sectors, in
which mainly living expenditure funded from moneylenders and more urgent cases granted by close friends and
relatives. An interesting additional observation is that if the poor households have smaller agricultural investment
than money availability, e.g. free cash from the banks’ debt, this part of money used to improper purpose as their
commitment to the bank. The phenomenon takes place if banks apply the lump-sum payment modality (Note 5).
Pitifully, nearly 100% and 82% of VBSP’s and VBARD’s debt packages are disbursed through this repayment
method, respectively. Table 3 also shows that 50% of VBSP-borrowers used their loan on consumption although
their loan purpose was productive.
Look at Table 4, there are several interesting findings here regarding the role of observed credit source.
Compared to the essential role of VBARD in almost agricultural and non-agricultural activities was highlighted,
contrary, VBSP has a very faint impact in general and insignificant in the improvement of agricultural activities
in particular. Surprisingly, these loans have only significantly improved the living cost and food security. This is
explained by two reasons, (i) VBSP has several targeting programs to improve the living standard of rural areas
like clean water and sanitary constructions; and (ii) large of borrowers changed their loan purpose from
productive to consumptive activities. With regards to the informal sources, it has a strongly positive effect on the
cultivated area. In fact, the informal lenders provide the loan size depending on agricultural land of the poor
borrowers. This is their most important tactic strategy in cases that the poor cannot pay the debt on time. As a
result of the loss of agricultural land, the poor become impoverished and chronic poverty. Clearly, in order to
support the poor to escape poverty, it is necessary to have synchronous and comprehensive perspectives, far
beyond the simple scope of preferential credit.
Table 4. The result of Pearson Correlations among the loan size of different sources and household’s activities
Terms
1. Cultivated land
2. IC cultivation
3. GO cultivation
4. VA cultivation
5. IC Livestock
6. GO livestock
7. VA livestock
8. Non-farm income
9. Living cost

VBARD
0.120
.491**
.374**
0.124
.423**
.621**
.607**
0.221
.347**

VBSP
-0.100
-0.057
0.052
0.122
-0.029
0.019
0.112
0.135
.238*

Moneylenders
.363**
-0.154
-0.200
-0.208
0.199
0.188
0.139
0.216
0.202

Relatives
0.285*
-0.115
-0.142
-0.138
.305*
0.119
-0.167
0.189
0.233

Source: Authors’ calculation
** and * indicate the significance of Pearson correlation (2-tailed) at the 0.01 level and at the 0.05 level, respectively.

To provide a deeper insight into the contribution of formal credit to economic and non-economic activities, we
make the classification the total sample into two categories: constrained and non-constrained households. Figure
4 sketches out the reality of households suffering from difficulties in access to formal credit. Briefly, physical
collateral and social capital are the main drawbacks of the poor and smallholder farmer to obtain the satisfied
loan from banks. There are two kinds of unsatisfied clients: (i) the group of borrowers received a loan with a
lower amount. They are often the medium scale of agricultural production and their capitals (physical, social,
human) are evaluated lower than the credit volume in their applications. (ii) the applicants rejected completely,
compared to their desire. Sergio et al. (2000) called them the poorest of the poor. Most of them even cannot
access to social policy credit because VBSP considers that they are beneficiaries of the poverty reduction
programs nationwide (135, 30A as mentioned above). In reality, they receive non-reimbursable support,
including little agricultural inputs and foods, that just help them to struggle against the hungry in a short time,
but, it is not worth to improving their lives in the long term.
Based on the decomposition simultaneously by credit-constrained and agricultural-production-scale categories,
the authors make the cross-comparative analyses among subgroups (Table 5). Overall, it makes sense of that
there are significant differentials in both of in terms of their investment in cultivation and livestock production
and its effectiveness. Credit access effects positively on all agricultural activities of large-scale households,
meanwhile this statistically significant impact is only partially presented in the remaining groups. It can be
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explained that these groups of househholds are limiteed in access, sso they must ggive priority too investment. Since
S
then, smalll-scale househholds tend to improve inveestment in culltivation with the goal of fo
food security while
w
medium-sccale householdds expect to inncrease investtment in livesttock to increasse household iincome. Clearlly, to
some extennt, access to crredit has a goood influence onn the welfare oof rural farmerss.

F
Figure 4. Conccept of (non-) ccredit constrained householdds developed fr
from Zeller et aal. (1996)
Moreover,, it is recognnized that the structure witthin agricultuural productionn among subgroups also differ
d
obviously. The larger scaale of househoolds is, the highher proportionn of their livesttock is invested in. More dettailed,
the share oof investment in livestock off the small-scaale farmers waas about 30% aand dramatically increased at
a the
remaining groups, 72% (medium) andd 85% (large-sccale). In the coontext of the scarcity of cultivated land, ra
aising
animal devvelopment plaays an essentiaal role in local livelihood andd agricultural income diverssity. This findiing is
consistent with the resullt of Khandkerr et al. (2016). From this vieew of point, beetter credit acccess is able to open
up new ecoonomic activitties and signifiicantly improvve their incomee.
With respeect to the estim
mation of effecctiveness in agrricultural prodduction, in prinnciple, the low
wer IC/GO ratio
o, the
higher effiiciency. As cann be seen, the ratio is improoved apparentlyy both cultivattion and livesttock of smallholder
farmers. T
This improvem
ment is high m
meaning in term
m of food secuurity and nutrient for them, the poor and small
s
peasant farrmers. As prevviously describbed, the majorrity of medium
m groups gettinng a formal loaan tend to inve
est in
raising an animal and theeir agriculturall project has been running w
well. Comparedd to access connstraint househ
holds,
the non-coonstraint farm
mers obtained hhigher effectivveness in agriicultural produuction but thee differentiatio
on in
cultivatingg is mere and thhis statisticallyy insignificant.
Table 5. A
An comparison between households being nnon-constraintss and formal crredit access coonstraints
Smalll-scale (n=50)
Meedium (n=94)
Type A
Type B
T--test Type A
Type B
T--test
Input and ooutput agriculturre production (m
mil. VND/househhold)
**
N
N/S
1. IC cultivation
6.81
4.98
9.32
9.61
**
N
N/S
2. GO
O cultivation
18.94
11.03
22.29
21.82
**
N
N/S
3. VA
A cultivation
12.98
12.22
12.13
6.05
*
N
N/S
4. IC Livestock
24.00
24.27
1.80
3.15
N
N/S
*
O livestock
42.85
35.65
5. GO
4.06
5.31
N
N/S
**
6. VA
A livestock
2.16
18.85
11.37
2.26
IC/GO ratioo
****
N
N/S
IC/GO
O cultivation
0.45
0.42
0.44
0.36
**
****
IC/GO
O livestock
0.44
0.59
0.56
0.68
Non-farm aactivities (mil. VND/household)
VN
****
*
Non-fa
farm income
14.37
12.90
9.00
5.36
**
N
N/S
Livving cost
32.26
20.05
30.04
30.30
T
Terms

Source: Autthors’ calculatioon
Notes: Typee A = Non-consttraints; Type B = Credit access cconstraints
*** **

, , and * indicates the sttatistically significance at 1%, 55% and 10% in tthe T-test, respecctively.
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Larrge scale (n=49)
Type A
Type B
T-test
18.48
40.30
21.82
109.01
155.87
50.74

11.32
25.36
14.05
61.47
90.91
29.44

0.46
0.70

0.45
0.68

24.17
48.76

9.31
45.07

**
**
*
***
***
**

N/S
N/S

***
N/S
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On the othher hand, the crross-comparisoon among subgroups revealss that the largeer scale of agriccultural investtment,
the lower performance obtained (a cconsiderable inncrease of IC
C/GO). This siituation seemss to contradic
ct the
economiess of scale in microeconomi
m
cs theories. Itt is explained that smaller hhouseholds wiith low investtment
level but thhey are able too exploit natural inputs from
m agricultural laand, leading too higher effectiiveness. In the case,
they succeeed in accessinng credit and eenhance their investment, thhe efficiency oof agricultural production wiill be
significanttly increased. Meanwhile,
M
m
many larger households do nnot pay attentioon to agricultuural production
n and
proper farrming practices because of tthe competitioon related to time used for agricultural annd non-agriculltural
activities.
The intervviews with loccal farmers inddicate that form
mal credit helpps them buy ttransportation mean (motorb
bike),
and hence, enhance marrket accessibility, that bring many socioecconomic beneffits for them aas below. The most
important aspect is non--farm income from self-empployment workk (i.e. street veendors, builderrs, hired labou
urers)
in district towns and/or Lao Cai city. F
Followed by, tthey can sell/bbuy directly aggricultural inpuut and output at
a the
local markket with betterr price and quaality. The last one was menttioned that theeir knowledge and skills, ma
ay or
may not, rrelate to agricuulture producttion, enhancedd through the ttribe working together. It is concluded tha
at the
formal creedit creates, shhort term or lonng term and ddirect or indirect, opportunitiies for bank-boorrowers to market
m
accessibiliity, comprisingg labor, agricuultural input/ouutput. Thus, booth of non-farm
m income and living expend
diture
was signifficantly improvved, that is alsso an importannt strategy of ccrop risk and ssmoothing consumption (Notte 6).
These finddings confirm the empirical studies in Vieetnam about thhe significantlyy positive role of credit acce
ess in
improvingg rural houseehold’s welfarres, agriculturre and otherr earned sourrces, food seecurity, smoothing
consumptiion as well as contributing tto the poverty alleviation (C
Cuong, 2008; L
Lensink et al., 2012; Pham et
e al.,
2019; Phann et al., 2014)..
1.00
0.88
0.66
0.44
0.22
0.00
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

-0.22

Lao Cai proovince (G = 0.52242)

Bao Thangg district (G=0.55776)
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

Bat Xat diistrict (G = 0.39663)

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Muong Khuoong district (G = 0.2581)

Figgure 5. Lorenzz curve in the research site
The study also attempts to estimate thee impact of finnancial developpment on the ddistribution off agricultural ou
utput
reflected thhrough the relationship betw
ween formal crredit and inequuality in the ressearch site. It iis important to note
that Bao T
Thang has the most effectivve banking secctor, meanwhille Muong Khuuong has the llowest level. These
T
results aree also consistent with the prrevious study cconducted by Anh et al. (20011), the reseaarchers pointed
d out
that the innequality in thee pre-urban arreas is higher than the rurall area and pubblic services seerve majorly to the
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better-off households. Look at the graphs in Figure 4, it can be seen that there is a strong differential in terms of
inequality of agricultural value addition in the research site. Overall, the Gini coefficient of the whole sample is
0.5242. This is higher than the ratio of the nation’s residents and NMM region in 2016 at 0.431 and 0.433,
respectively (GSO, 2016). The Gini indexes at three studied districts also reveal interesting results.
Surprisingly, Bao Thang, the district has the best banking industry, also is the highest level of inequality. This
result is contrary to our initial hypothesis that financial development (i.e. increasing access to credit)
significantly contributes to reducing the agricultural income gap and inequality. The household survey also
reveals that local farmers are facing various credit and non-credit difficulties. More dangerously, many
respondents reported that they success in access credit and enlarge their agricultural investment. However, their
skill and knowledge have not enhanced properly with larger scale and/or new technical requirement of
agricultural products. Consequently, they probably suffer from various difficulties related to markets, risks,
climate..., and hence, to cause crop failure and unmarketable products, or both. It is concluded that in order to
support the agriculture sector, only credit is not enough, but also it is required to have effective interventions to
minimize risks and maximize profit for farmers.
In opposition, Muong Khuong banking sector is considered the lowest development level and the outreach of
formal credit has also been obtained the limited result. As aforementioned, this puzzle comes from not only
actors like borrowers, lenders, local authorities but also other related factors such as infrastructure, demography,
and conception about debtors, especially ethnic minorities. Turn back to district Gini coefficient, here, it takes
the value at 0.2581, the relatively ideal index compared to the global figure (Note 7). It seems that this is the
unique bright point found out in the leaden picture as drew by Laquihon (1992) and Ranaweera (1993), “the
Asian uplands are characterized by poverty, hunger, hopelessness, discontent, greediness, and exploitation”.
Unfortunately, the findings of the household survey show several latent consequences have been taking place
under the effect of formal credit service disbursed through the community-based method. Specifically, local
authorities play a crucial role in the screening process of banks in providing preferential credit through their
assessment about applicants to banks. This process was taken place personally and objectively because of
corruption and nepotism, hence, causing the negative impact on not only kith and kin but also non-kind
relationships. This finding is consistent with the work of T. Dufhues (2007) and Hoang et al. (2016) conducted in
Northern Vietnam. In addition, the poorer households usually use social capital (i.e. social network) as the most
important type to overcome financial shock (Fischer et al., 2010) because it is not easy for them to access the
saving and insurance service. Now, the vulnerable group felt that it is more difficult to apply this kind of capital
and they felt to be isolated in their own community or relationship, or both. According to Kawachi et al. (1997),
the researcher hypothesized and proved that income inequality leads to increased mortality via disinvestment in
social capital. The author concurs with this statement, and at the same time, warns policy-makers that poverty
reduction programs need to be more effective and more accurately targeted to avoid conflicts in society and other
unexpected consequences in upland areas, where ethnic minority tribes are living in.
4. Conclusions
Besides providing an agricultural credit market, the paper examines two levels of objectives: (1) the
micro-impact of credit access on households’ agricultural production and other welfares; (2) the
community-impact on agricultural income inequality influenced by financial development. At the first
contribution, the study points out that small farmers are suffering from the triple unreasonable disadvantages
compared to the basic market fundamentals, the smallest loan amount, highest interest rate and the shortest
duration. It is considered a kind of inequality of disadvantaged households in access to preferential credit, which
is designed for them as the national fiscal burden. Among bank-borrowers, the role of VBARD deserves
recognition by their customers, while that of VBSP is extremely fuzzy.
At the grass-root level, this paper finds out the significantly positive impact of formal credit access on total
income, on-farm and off-farm, and living expenditure of local people. More specifically, better credit access
enables to raise the agricultural investment, especially in small farmers, leading an increase in their output and
value added. Compared to credit-constrained households, the non-constraint farmers clearly obtained higher
effectiveness in livestock production but the differentiation in cultivating is mere and insignificant. Furthermore,
the paper also finds the positive transition of the structure within the agriculture sector. More detailed, it is
recognized that better credit access enables farmers to likely develop raising animals, that does not depend
strongly on agricultural land. In the context of the scarcity of cultivated land, it plays an essential role in local
livelihood and poverty reduction.
At the community-impact level, not as expected, it is highlighted that financial facilitation without
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agriculture-related supports causes to the negative effect on the agricultural outcomes and prolongs the inequality
in the locality. In addition, under the community-based lending method, clerks heavily depend on the assessment
of local authorities in order to make decisions on how loans approved. It may cause to not only the leakage of
preferential credit but also weaken social capital in rural areas, especially in upland areas where almost ethnic
minorities living.
With the aim of boosting the agricultural sector and rural development, absolutely, all concerns above must be
removed. To do that, various steps and mechanisms needed also have to also change. For policy-makers,
breaking the quasi-monopoly of the formal credit market is considered the first priority to create a competitive
financial market toward market-oriented and sustainability. For banks, they need to change the mindset about
target clients as Government’s mandates, either commercial (VBARD) or development (VBSP) purpose,
scratching out the drawback of farmer borrowers generated from banks’ credit allocation. For farmers, it is
necessary to enhance agricultural production and the niche market before trying to get a loan. Otherwise, they
have to face with various unpredictable risks, especially their products strongly depend on the Chinese market.
Besides develop some kinds of the cluster of agricultural production point, for example, the common interest
groups (CIGs), farmers need to facilitate from the central Government through the investment in the productive
infrastructure and agricultural service system.
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Notes
Note 1. See at http://mis.chuongtrinh135.vn/default.aspx?T=4&db=31
Note 2. https://thuvienphapluat.vn/van-ban/EN/Van-hoa-Xa-hoi/Resolution-No-30a-2008-NQ-CP-of-December27-2008-on-the-support-program-for-fast-and-sustainable-poverty-reduction-in-61-poor-districts/86655/tieng-an
h.aspx?tab=7
Note 3. http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/600321468311661141/Vietnam-Second-Northern-Mountains
-Poverty-Reduction-Project
Note 4. This rate is much lower than other studies carried out a decade ago, like Dao (2002) and McCarty (2001),
the researchers stated the fee around 3-10% per month.
Note 5. The lump-sum payment is often regulated that the principal is paid in one single payment in lieu of
broken up into installments.
Note 6. This is the concept describing the ways in which people try to optimize their lifetime standard of living
by ensuring a proper balance of spending and saving during the different phases of their life.
Note 7. https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/si.pov.gini?end=1980&most_recent_value_desc=false&start=1980
&view=bar
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